
Debt Truth Six 
What legal relationship exists between The One People, each of us Americans, and Our governments? 
Reading the very documents that created this Nation leads one to the conclusion that WE THE PEOPLE CREATED THE GOVERNMENTS.  This 
understanding starts with the unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America July 4, 1776.  Read the Declaration as an agreement between each 
of us Americans.  This agreement is proved by the last paragraph ... “ in the name, and by authority of the good People, of these United Colonies...” 
Is this statement the One People’s deposit, a bailment, of our private property, political will, pledged to every other American for the purpose to create a 
government that protects each of us Americans individually and collectively, True? 
The Washington State Constitution preamble states: “We, the People of the State of Washington, grateful to the Supreme Ruler of the Universe for our liberties 
do ordain: this is constitution.” Ordain: to invest officially with ministerial or priestly powers.  Webster’s id. Pg. 1285.  “Section 1. Political Power.  All political 
power allegedly is inherent in the people, and governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed, and are established to protect and 
maintain individual rights.” 
Is this proof of fact that the One People are the creditors to all governmental powers including the powers authorizing a private bank system to operate off our 
labor? 
The terms AUDIT and FORENSIC AUDIT are all over the news in public view at the moment.  “Audit: a formal examination of an organization’s or 
individual’s accounts or financial situation.”  Webster’s id. Pg. 116.  “Forensic:  belonging to, used in, or suitable to courts of judicature or to public discussion 
and debate” Webster’s id. pg. 718. 

Questions? 
Would a forensic audit of the One People’s values placed in trust to government and banks and courts, and politicians reveal that the One People are the 
creditors, the protected ones, the source of all political, derivative legal authorities under the political body, bank values, money, as clearly shown to the entire 
world in notorious public record written statements like the Declaration of 1776 and various state constitutions? 
Would a forensic audit of the systems currently known to be corrupted like the politicians arena, the bank fiascos, court conflicting opinions, show conclusive 
evidence, facts in black and white on paper, that negligence, corrupt practices, failure to investigate wrong doing in the return of value taken from the One 
People? 

To whom is the alleged national debt owed?  The FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM? The U.S. TREASURY?  Those holding U.S. Treasury instruments? 
Would a Forensic Audit expose who really owes who, for what, under what agreement or contract? 

The Question to mortgage lenders or banks holding mortgage notes or papers, “If I am prepared to pay the full amount of the debt alleged to the alleged lender 
or stand in party, will you produce under neutral forensic audit the evidence of where the alleged loan credit came from?” 

If that were done, actual proof of a loan of value or loan of credit could be produced No bank, foreclosure or eviction process could have a chance could it? 
Conversely without such proof being on record no foreclosure is valid is it? 

BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE ONE PEOPLE’S PUBLIC TRUST 1776 


